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HILLMAN, District Judge 
 
  This putative class action, originally filed in state court 

and removed by Defendants to this Court, concerns Plaintiff’s 

allegations that Defendant committed fraud and acted in bad faith 

by overcharging for electronic copies of patients’ medical 

records.  Pending before the Court is Plaintiff’s motion to 

remand.   
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Ordinarily, one would expect a plaintiff to take an 

expansive view of a potential claim for money damages, the most 

common claim for relief in a civil action.  Similarly, a defendant 

would seek, as early as possible, to limit such claims.  An 

interesting dynamic arises when a plaintiff, who originally chose 

a state forum, has their case removed to federal court based on a 

claim that jurisdiction exists either under the general diversity 

statute or the Class Action Fairness Act (“CAFA”).   

For the plaintiff who wishes to stay in state court, the 

dynamic reverses with the plaintiff arguing the narrowness of the 

claim for damages and the defendant arguing for the more expansive 

view.  This is one of those cases.  Finding that the claims of the 

putative class do not exceed the statutory minimum for subject 

matter jurisdiction under CAFA, the Court will grant Plaintiff’s 

motion for remand. 

BACKGROUND AND DISCUSSION 

Plaintiff, Kasher Law Group, LLC, is a law firm that 

requested hospital medical records for its client from Our Lady of 

Lourdes Hospital in Camden, New Jersey.  Defendant, Ciox Health, 

LLC, is an information management company that, among other 

things, contracts with hospitals, including Our Lady of Lourdes 

Hospital, to provide copies of patients’ medical records at their 

request.  According to Plaintiff’s complaint, Defendant charged 

$161.90 for 261 pages of its client’s medical records, which were 
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electronically downloaded onto a CD and mailed to Plaintiff.  

Plaintiff represents that the breakdown of charges was: $10.00 

Basic Fee; $100.00 for 100 pages of records at a per copy (paper) 

price of $1.00; $40.25 for 161 pages of records at per page copy 

(paper) price of $.25 per page; and a shipping fee of $11.65. 

Plaintiff claims that Defendant’s fees for electronic 

production are not based on its actual costs, and are higher than 

the limits imposed by N.J.A.C. § 8:43G-15.3(d), which permits only 

a $10.00 search fee, the actual cost of the portable media (e.g., 

CD), and the actual cost of postage, as determined by the New 

Jersey Department of Health. 1  Plaintiff seeks a declaratory 

judgment that Defendant’s violation of this provision constitutes 

an unconscionable business practice, and violates the New Jersey 

Consumer Fraud Act, N.J.S.A. 56:8-1, et seq.  Plaintiff also 

claims that Defendant breached the covenant of good faith and fair 

dealing by overcharging for electronic medical records and adds a 

                                                 
1 As noted below, see infra note 4, N.J.A.C. § 8:43G-15.3(d) only 
appears to address requests for copies of medical records 
produced on paper.  According to Plaintiff’s complaint, in 
September 2015, the New Jersey Department of Health issued a 
memorandum to answer inquiries regarding charges for the 
electronic production of medical records.  (Docket No. 1-2 at 
23.)  The memorandum provides that when producing medical 
records electronically, a hospital may only charge a $10.00 
search fee, the actual cost of the portable media, and the 
actual cost of postage.  (Id.)  Plaintiff alleges that Defendant 
charges the rates for paper production when it provides medical 
records electronically.   
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claim for unjust enrichment.   

Plaintiff has proposed the following class: 

All patients who are New Jersey citizens, or persons 
designated by such patients to receive copies of their 
medical records: 

 
A) who, between December 11, 2011 and the present, received 
an invoice from Ciox for electronic copies of patient 
medical records produced on a CD or via internet download, 
which were created by a New Jersey health care provider; 
and  
 
B) who paid that Ciox invoice; and  
 
C)  excluding from the class Ciox and DeNittis Osefchen  
Prince, P.C., and any employees, officers or owners of 
either CIOX or DeNittis Osefchen Prince, P.C. 
 

(Compl. ¶ 52, Docket No. 1-2 at 11).  Plaintiff alleges that 

each class member has incurred less than $210 in out-of-pocket 

damages.    

 Defendant removed Plaintiff’s case from New Jersey Superior 

Court, Camden County, to this Court, contending that this Court 

has jurisdiction over the matter pursuant CAFA, 28 U.S.C. § 

1332(d)(2).  CAFA provides, in relevant part, that “district 

courts shall have original jurisdiction of any civil action in 

which the matter in controversy exceeds the sum or value of 

$5,000,000, exclusive of interest and costs, and is a class 

action in which . . . (A) any member of a class of plaintiffs is 

a citizen of a State different from any defendant.”  28 U.S.C. § 

1332(d)(2).  Another jurisdictional requirement under CAFA is 

that the proposed class contains at least 100 members.  Id. § 
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1332(d)(6). 

In its notice of removal, Defendant contends that all three 

elements for CAFA jurisdiction are met.  Specifically with 

regard to the amount in controversy, Defendant contends that 

Plaintiff’s proposed class encompasses more than 50,000 

potential class members.  At $100 in damages per class member 

($110 less than proposed by Plaintiff), along with treble and 

punitive damages and attorney’s fees, all of which are available 

to Plaintiff for its claims and requested in the complaint, the 

$5 million amount in controversy threshold is easily met.  

Plaintiff has moved to remand its case to state court.  In 

Plaintiff’s motion to remand, it does not dispute that this 

matter meets the citizenship and numerosity requirements of 

CAFA.2  Plaintiff argues, however, that Defendant has not 

demonstrated that the class claims will exceed $5 million and 

contends its case should be remanded for lack of subject matter 

jurisdiction. 

 Under 28 U.S.C. § 1446(a), a defendant seeking to remove a 

case to a federal court must file in the federal forum a notice 

of removal “containing a short and plain statement of the 

grounds for removal.”  “When a defendant seeks federal-court 

                                                 
2 Plaintiff is a citizen of Pennsylvania.  Defendant is a citizen 
of Delaware and Georgia.  (Docket No. 7.) 
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adjudication, the defendant’s amount-in-controversy allegation 

should be accepted when not contested by the plaintiff or 

questioned by the court.”  Dart Cherokee Basin Operating Co., 

LLC v. Owens, 135 S. Ct. 547, 553 (2014).  Evidence establishing 

the amount is only required by § 1446(c)(2)(B) when the 

plaintiff contests, or the court questions, the defendant's 

allegation.  Id.  If the plaintiff contests the defendant's 

allegation, “both sides submit proof and the court decides, by a 

preponderance of the evidence, whether the amount-in-controversy 

requirement has been satisfied.”  Id. at 553-54. 

Here, Plaintiff’s complaint specifically states that the 

total amount in controversy for its claims, including attorney’s 

fees, is less than $5 million.  It is a plaintiff’s right to 

limit the value of its claim to prevent its case from being 

removed from its choice of forum, see Frederico v. Home Depot, 

507 F.3d 188, 195 (3d Cir. 2007) (explaining that it is “well-

established” that “the plaintiff is the master of her own claim 

and thus may limit his claims to avoid federal subject matter 

jurisdiction”), but federal court is a forum available to a 

defendant despite a plaintiff’s choice, as long as the defendant 

has provided in its notice of removal a “short and plain 

statement” that the jurisdictional requirements of CAFA are met, 

and if challenged by the plaintiff, has demonstrated that the 

CAFA requirements are met by the preponderance of the evidence.  
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See Owens, 135 S. Ct. at 554 (“[N]o antiremoval presumption 

attends cases invoking CAFA, which Congress enacted to 

facilitate adjudication of certain class actions in federal 

court.”). 

Defendant’s notice of removal invoked CAFA jurisdiction by 

explaining, based on Plaintiff’s description of the class, that 

over 50,000 New Jersey citizens or their designees paid for 

electronic medical records from a New Jersey health care 

provider between December 11, 2011 to the present.  The notice 

also asserted that with $210 (or even $100) in actual damages 

per class member, along with the demanded treble and punitive 

damages and attorney’s fees, the amount in controversy exceeds 

$5 million.  This “short and plain statement” is sufficient to 

establish a prima facie basis for subject matter jurisdiction 

under CAFA at the time of removal.  Plaintiff, however, has 

challenged Defendant’s calculation of the amount in controversy, 

and the Court must now consider whether the preponderance of the 

evidence supports Defendant’s assertion of jurisdiction.   

Plaintiff argues that its proposed class is much narrower 

than Defendant’s definition: it is only New Jersey patients or 

their legal representatives, not any person or entity that has 

made a medical records request; it is only electronic record 

requests made to hospitals, not any request to all other types 

of providers; and it is only people who have paid a Ciox 
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invoice, not an invoice issued by Ciox’s former corporate form, 

which limits the class to less than a two-year time period 

(March 1, 2016 to December 11, 2017). 3  Based on this narrow 

class, Plaintiff argues that Defendant’s estimation of class 

size and resulting amount in controversy is a self-serving “pie 

in the sky” estimate. 

In response, Defendant points out that Plaintiff cannot 

amend its complaint to defeat jurisdiction through its motion to 

remand.  Defendant argues that its estimation of damages is 

plausible because unlike the class Plaintiff attempts to 

redefine in its motion to remand, Plaintiff’s class definition 

provides for: New Jersey patients “or persons designated by such 

patients,” and not their “legal representatives”; medical 

records created by a “New Jersey health care provider,” and not 

just a hospital; and a time period of December 11, 2011 to 

present (Plaintiff filed its complaint on December 11, 2017), 

which encompasses both Ciox and its former entity.  Defendant 

supports its estimation of class size based on these parameters 

with a declaration of Ciox’s Senior Vice-President of Operations 

for the Northern Zone, Amy Creswell.  (Docket No. 17-1.)   

                                                 
3 Ciox was formerly known as HealthPort Technologies, LLC, which 
was established on October 26, 2001.  After a merger, HealthPort 
changed its name to Ciox in March 2016.  (Docket No. 17 at 14 
and 17-1 at 2.)  As noted, Plaintiff filed his state court 
complaint on December 11, 2017. 
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Defendant further argues that even if Plaintiff’s redefined 

class is considered, the jurisdictional amount in controversy is 

still met.  Defendant states that between March 1, 2016 and 

December 11, 2017, it electronically delivered medical records 

from hospitals to New Jersey patients or their authorized 

representatives 18,523 times, for which Defendant earned 

$1,267,453.00 in total revenue.  (Docket No. 17-1 at 3.)   

Defendant calculates: 

[W]ith a Class of 18,523 members, the full refund amount is 
$1,267,453 (Creswell Decl. ¶ 14) and the actual damages 
suffered (full refund ($1,267,453) – ($20 x 18,523)) is 
$896,993, which is $2,690,979 when trebled. Adding the 
total full refund and actual damages amounts is an 
aggregate of $3,958,432 alleged damages for the CFA claim.  
When the Class’s actual damages and potential punitive 
damages for the Class’s breach of contract claim are added, 
the aggregate for this claim is $5,381,958 in potential 
damages.  The potential damages for the CFA and breach of 
contract claims, even with the limited Class as 
reconstituted by Plaintiff is well over $5 million (without 
accounting for the additional 30% of attorney’s fees or the 
value of Plaintiff’s claim for injunctive relief). 
 
(Docket No. 17 at 17 n.7.) 
 
Plaintiff rejects Defendant’s position that its complaint 

pleads a broader class as defined by Defendant.  Plaintiff also 

finds fault with Defendant’s calculation of the amount in 

controversy based on what Defendant calls the “reconstituted 

class,” but what Plaintiff contends is the class as actually 

pleaded.  Plaintiff points out that Defendant was legally 

entitled to charge a $10 search fee, in addition to its labor 
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costs, postage, and the cost of the CD, which Plaintiff’s 

complaint alleges to be $20 for each class member.  Thus, 

Plaintiff contends that Defendant was lawfully entitled to 

charge $30 per person, totaling $555,690 for the 18,523 class 

members.  (Docket No. 19 at 13.)  Subtracting the lawful charges 

from the total revenue to determine the maximum alleged 

overcharges comes to $711,763.00 ($1,267,453 - $555,690).  

Trebling this amount of alleged overcharges ($2,135,289), and 

then adding an additional 50% for attorney’s fee and costs 

($1,067,644.50), would come to only $3,202,933.50, which is 

$1,797,066.50 below the $5 million jurisdictional threshold.  

Accordingly, Plaintiff argues that the evidence is clear that 

the amount in controversy for its proposed class action does not 

meet the requirements for CAFA jurisdiction. 

In order to determine whether the preponderance of the 

evidence supports CAFA jurisdiction, the first step is 

determining what the complaint demands as its claims, proposed 

class, and damages.  See Judon v. Travelers Property Cas. Co. of 

America, 773 F.3d 495, 500 (3d Cir. 2014) (“In order to 

determine whether the CAFA jurisdictional requirements are 

satisfied, a court evaluates allegations in the complaint and a 

defendant's notice of removal.”)(citations omitted).  Defendant 

focuses mainly on Plaintiff’s definition of its class to support 

its calculation, while Plaintiff refers to its complaint as a 
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whole to refute Defendant’s construction of its claims. 

As set forth above, Plaintiff defined its class in 

paragraph 52 of its complaint as: 

All patients who are New Jersey citizens, or persons 
designated by such patients to receive copies of their 
medical records: 

 
A) who, between December 11, 2011 and the present, received 
an invoice from Ciox for electronic copies of patient 
medical records produced on a CD or via internet download, 
which were created by a New Jersey health care provider; 
and  
 
B) who paid that Ciox invoice; and  
 
C)  excluding from the class Ciox and DeNittis Osefchen  
Prince, P.C., and any employees, officers or owners of 
either CIOX or DeNittis Osefchen Prince, P.C. 
 

(Compl. ¶ 52, Docket No. 1-2 at 11). 

Based on this paragraph alone, the Court would find 

compelling Defendant’s position that the class is not limited to 

patients and their “legally authorized representatives,” as the 

class definition provides for “persons designated by such 

patients,” and encompasses more than hospital medical records, 

as the class definition provides for medical records “created by 

a New Jersey health care provider.”  The December 11, 2011 date 

also plausibly suggests that the class includes medical records 

provided by Ciox’s former corporate form.  A court’s assessment 

of a complaint for subject matter jurisdiction must consider the 

entirety of the complaint, however, as well as other evidence 

provided to support or refute jurisdiction.  Owens, 135 S. Ct. 
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at 554.   

Plaintiff’s complaint begins with this introductory 

paragraph: “This is a class action, brought under New Jersey 

law, on behalf of New Jersey citizens and their designated 

representatives who were charged copy fees by Ciox Health LLC 

("Ciox") for electronic copies of medical records, which fees 

far exceeded the maximum limit allowed by N.J.A.C. § 8:43G-

15.3(d).”  (Compl. ¶ 1, Docket No. 1-2 at 2.)  From there, over 

the course of more than fifty paragraphs, the complaint then 

details how Ciox, without reference to its predecessors, has 

violated N.J.A.C. 8:43G-15.3(d), which is a regulation governing 

Hospital Licensing Standards in New Jersey. 4   

                                                 
4 N.J.A.C. 8:43G–15.3 is in Title 8 Health, Chapter 43G Hospital 
Licensing Standards, Subchapter 15 Medical Records, and provides 
in relevant part: 
 
(d) If a patient or the patient's legally authorized 
representative requests, in writing, a copy of his or her 
medical record, a legible, written copy of the record shall be 
furnished at a fee based on actual costs. One copy of the 
medical record from an individual admission shall be provided to 
the patient or the patient's legally authorized representative 
within 30 days of the request, in accordance with the following: 
 

1. The fee for copying records shall not exceed $1.00 per 
page or $100.00 per record for the first 100 pages. For 
records which contain more than 100 pages, a copying fee of 
no more than $0.25 per page may be charged for pages in 
excess of the first 100 pages, up to a maximum of $200.00 
for the entire record; 
 
2. In addition to per page costs, the following charges are 
permitted: 
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The complaint explains that “[a]mong the duties that Ciox 

contractually assumes for its health care provider clients is 

the duty to respond to requests for copies of patient medical 

records made by patients and patients’ authorized 

                                                 
i. A search fee of no more than $10.00 per patient per 
request. (Although the patient may have had more than 
one admission, and thus more than one record is 
provided, only one search fee shall be permitted for 
that request. The search fee is permitted even though 
no medical record is found as a result of the 
search.); and 
 
ii. A postage charge of actual costs for mailing. No 
charges shall be assessed other than those permitted 
in (d)1 and 2 above; 
 

3. The hospital shall establish a policy assuring access to 
copies of medical records for patients who do not have the 
ability to pay; and 
 
4. The hospital shall establish a fee policy providing an 
incentive for use of abstracts or summaries of medical 
records. The patient or his or her representative, however, 
has a right to receive a full or certified copy of the 
medical record. 
 
5. For purposes of this subsection, “legally authorized 
representative” means the following: 
 

i. Spouse, domestic partner or civil union partner; 
ii. Immediate next of kin; 
iii. Legal guardian; 
iv. Patient's attorney; 
v. Patient's third party insurer; and 
vi. Worker's compensation carriers, where access is 
permitted by contract or law, but limited only to that 
portion of the medical record which is relevant to the 
specific work-related incident at issue in the 
worker's compensation claim. 
 

N.J.A.C. 8:43G–15.3(d). 
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representatives in accordance with, inter alia, N.J.A.C. § 

8:43G-15.3(d).”  (Compl. ¶ 9, Docket No. 1-2 at 4.)  The 

complaint continues: 

14. Specifically, N.J.A.C. § 8:43G-15.3(d) states 
that " If a patient or the patient’s legally authorized 
representative requests, in writing, a copy of his or her 
medical record, a legible, written copy of the record shall 
be furnished at a fee based on actual costs. " (emphasis 
added). 

 
15. This limitation on the fees that may be charged 

for copies of medical records applies to both the patients 
themselves and their attorneys.  See N.J.A.C. § 8:43G-
15.3(d)(5)(iv), which defines "legally authorized 
representative"  to include, inter alia, a "Patient's 
attorney." 

 
16. Moreover, the fee limits set forth in N.J.A.C. § 

8:43G-15.3(d) apply to both health care providers and 
record management and copy companies - such as Ciox -  
which contract with health care providers to respond to 
requests for copies of patient medical records.  See 
Attachment A, Opinion Letter by N.J. Dept. of Health dated 
July 11, 2012, stating: "The Department would apply the 
requirements of N.J.A.C. 8:43G-15.3 to a vendor acting as 
the agent of a hospital in the provision of medical records 
to patients."  (emphasis added). 

 
17. Put simply, N.J.A.C. § 8:43G-15.3(d) forbids a 

records provider from making a profit on the sale of copies 
of patient medical records to the patient or the patient's 
designated recipient (though there is no limit imposed on 
what the copy provider may charge to other requestors who 
are not patients or their representatives, or to the 
healthcare providers for such copy services). 

 
(Compl. ¶¶ 14-17, Docket No. 1-2 at 5 (emphasis in original).)  

Thereafter, the complaint describes how Defendant allegedly 

violated N.J.A.C. § 8:43G-15.3(d), generally and specifically 

with regard to Plaintiff.  
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 Thus, it is very clear that the sole basis of Plaintiff’s 

putative class action against Defendant is for Defendant’s 

alleged violation of N.J.A.C. § 8:43G-15.3(d), an administrative 

regulation governing hospitals.  It is also very clear from the 

complaint, and the text of the regulation itself, that N.J.A.C. 

§ 8:43G-15.3(d) applies to a patient’s request, or that 

patient’s “legally authorized representative,” for medical 

records from hospitals, and not, for example, private physician 

offices.  Even though the class definition at paragraph 52 of 

the complaint uses the terms “persons designated by such 

patients” and “New Jersey health care provider,” it is obvious 

that those terms are simply synonyms for the language in the 

regulation.  And while Plaintiff could have crafted its class 

definition using the precise terms of N.J.A.C. § 8:43G-15.3(d), 

the Court does not find that Plaintiff intended to define its 

class to include members who were not within the scope of 

Defendant’s alleged violation of N.J.A.C. § 8:43G-15.3(d), or to 

include class members who have claims for violations beyond 

Defendant’s alleged violation of N.J.A.C. § 8:43G-15.3(d). 

Moreover, whether Plaintiff’s class definition is 

sufficient for certification is a different legal analysis than 

the determination of whether subject matter jurisdiction has 

been established by the face of Plaintiff’s complaint at the 

time of removal.  See, e.g., Hoffman v. Nordic Naturals, Inc., 
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2013 WL 12155833, at *1 (D.N.J. 2013) (agreeing with the 

defendants that the issue of whether the complaint would survive 

class certification with the plaintiff serving as both class 

representative and class counsel was a separate issue from 

whether there was CAFA jurisdiction based on the allegations in 

the complaint, and finding that “the possibilities with respect 

to class certification are too speculative at this stage to 

determine with legal certainty that the Court lacks 

jurisdiction”) (citing  Standard Fire Ins. Co. v. Knowles, 568 

U.S. 588, 593 (2013) (noting that for jurisdictional purposes, 

the inquiry is limited to examining the case as of the time it 

was filed in state court, and finding that a plaintiff’s 

precertification stipulation that its damages did not exceed $5 

million which only bound the plaintiff and not the class to be 

immaterial to the CAFA jurisdictional analysis)). 

 Similarly, even though Ciox did not exist until March 2016, 

the December 11, 2011 date in the class definition does not 

override the rest of Plaintiff’s complaint, which only asserts 

claims against Ciox, with no mention of its prior corporate 

form.  The class definition, in addition to the other 

allegations in the complaint, specifically references Ciox only.  

Plaintiff’s class term is apparently overly expensive, but, 

again, that issue more appropriately goes to the class 

certification process, and not as to whether Plaintiff intended 
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to include claims against a different entity, which would expand 

its class and expand the amount in controversy.  In other words, 

even though Plaintiff defined a class term of December 11, 2011 

to the present (when it filed its complaint in state court on 

December 11, 2017), because its claims are only against Ciox, 

and Ciox only came into existence in March 2016, the fact is 

that Plaintiff’s class term can only be, by definition, from 

March 2016 until December 11, 2017. 5   

 Consequently, the Court finds that Plaintiff’s complaint 

alleges a class of members, comprising of New Jersey patients or 

their legally authorized representatives, to whom Ciox 

electronically delivered medical records from hospitals between 

March 1, 2016 and December 11, 2017.  According to Defendant’s 

records, that occurred 18,523 times, resulting in $1,267,453 in 

total revenue.  Defendant contends that Plaintiff has demanded 

that Defendant refund its entire revenue and pay treble damages 

on that amount, but the complaint instead recognizes that 

Defendant is entitled to compensation for its services, as 

limited by N.J.A.C. § 8:43G-15.3(d).  Thus, in order to 

determine the class’s damages, Defendant’s permitted costs must 

                                                 

5 Plaintiff explains that the December 11, 2011 date was picked 
simply to align with the six-year statute of limitations for its 
claims, and not based on any date regarding when Defendant was 
established. 
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be deducted from its total revenue before calculating the 

overcharges: $1,267,453 – permitted charges x 18,523. 

 As to the permitted charges, Plaintiff claims that 

Defendant was entitled to bill $30 in each of the 18,523 

instances it provided electronic medical records: a $10 search 

fee, and $20 for labor costs, postage, and the cost of the CD.  

Defendant does not specifically contest that estimation, other 

than to note that it incurs significant labor costs even when it 

provides medical records electronically, 6 but points out that 

Plaintiff’s estimate of permitted charges contradicts its 

reliance on the N.J. Department of Health’s memorandum, which 

has interpreted N.J.A.C. § 8:43G-15.3(d) to permit a hospital 

when producing medical records electronically to only charge a 

$10.00 search fee, the actual cost of the portable media, and 

the actual cost of postage.  (Docket No. 1-2 at 23.)  The 

memorandum does not specifically provide for recovery of a 

hospital’s “labor costs,” and Plaintiff does not provide a 

specific estimate for the cost of the portable media (here, a 

CD), or the actual cost of postage. 

 The evidence before the Court shows that Defendant’s 

allowable charges for the electronic production of hospital 

                                                 
6 Of course, incurring additional labor costs decreases Defendant’s 
profits and therefore diminishes Plaintiff’s claim for damages. 
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medical records are $10 for the search fee and $11.65 for 

postage, which is what Defendant charged Plaintiff in this case.  

As for the cost of the CD, even if it is only $.01 when factored 

into calculation, that cost results in an amount in controversy 

significantly less than the $5 million threshold for CAFA 

jurisdiction.  Permitted charges ($21.66) x class members 

(18,523) =  $401,208.18.  Total revenue ($1,267,453) – permitted 

charges ($401,208.18) = $866,244.82 in overcharges.  Overcharges 

($866,244.82) x 3 for treble damages = $2,598,734.46 in class 

damages.  Fifty-percent attorney’s fees and costs 

($1,299,367.23) + class damages ($2,598,734.46) = $3,898,101.69 

for the total amount in controversy. 7  Understanding that a CD or 

                                                 
7 Even though in its prayer for relief Plaintiff seeks punitive 
damages, such damages are not available for its NJCFA claim.  
The NJCFA’s provision for an award of trebled damages serves the 
punitive penalty under the Act.  See Lettenmaier v. Lube 
Connection, Inc., 741 A.2d 591, 593-94 (N.J. 1999) (citation 
omitted) (explaining that one purpose of the CFA is “to punish 
the wrongdoer through the award of treble damages”).  Punitive 
damages are only otherwise available where a plaintiff has 
pleaded common law fraud, which Plaintiff here has not pleaded.  
See Debra F. Fink, D.M.D., MS, PC v. Ricoh Corp., 839 A.2d 942, 
968 (N.J. Super. Ct. Law Div. 2003) (citing Gennari v. Weichert 
Co. Realtors, 691 A.2d 350 (N.J. 1997)) (explaining that common 
law punitive damages or damages under the New Jersey Punitive 
Damages Act, N.J.S.A. 2A:15 5.9 to 5.17, are not expressly 
provided for by the NJCFA and are only allowed in cases of 
common law fraud, a cause of action not pleaded by plaintiff's 
complaint).  Similarly, “[w]ith rare exception, punitive damages 
are not available in an action for a breach of contract, and 
have been restricted to tort actions.”  Buckley v. Trenton 
Saving Fund Soc., 544 A.2d 857, 865 (N.J. 1988) (citations 
omitted); see also Kurnik v. Cooper Health System, 2008 WL 
2829963, at *17 (N.J. Super. Ct. App. Div. 2008) (“We also do 
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other portable media device most likely costs more than $.01, 

the increase in permitted costs simply reduces the total class 

damages, and thus further supports that the amount in 

controversy is not met in this case.  Consequently, because the 

preponderance of the evidence shows that the total amount in 

controversy for Plaintiff’s putative class action is less than 

$5 million, the Court lacks subject matter jurisdiction over 

Plaintiff’s putative class action under CAFA. 

CONCLUSION 

 Defendant has not proven by the preponderance of the 

evidence that the amount in controversy exceeds $5 million.  

Therefore, this Court lacks subject matter jurisdiction pursuant 

                                                 
not conclude that this case can be transformed into a tort claim 
merely because plaintiff also pursued a cause of action for 
breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair 
dealing.”); Nieves v. Lyft, Inc., 2018 WL 2441769, at *19 
(D.N.J. May 31, 2018) (explaining that unjust enrichment is an 
alternative claim to a breach of contract claim).  Thus, 
Plaintiff’s breach of good faith and fair dealing in the 
parties’ express or implied contract and unjust enrichment 
claims also do not support any finding of punitive damages, and 
punitive damages are not factored into the CAFA jurisdictional 
analysis.  To the extent that New Jersey’s statue concerning 
punitive damages could apply, such statue limits punitive 
damages to five times the compensatory damages, or $350,000, 
whichever is greater.  See N.J.S.A. 2A:15–5.14(b) (“No defendant 
shall be liable for punitive damages . . . in excess of five 
times the liability of that defendant for compensatory damages 
or $350,000, whichever is greater.”).  An imposition of punitive 
damages of $350,000, added to the calculation, still does not 
cross the $5 million jurisdictional threshold for CAFA 
jurisdiction. 
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to 28 U.S.C. § 1332(d)(2). 8  Accordingly, Plaintiff’s motion for 

remand must be granted.  An appropriate Order will be entered. 

 

Date:  September 5, 2018        s/ Noel L. Hillman     
At Camden, New Jersey   NOEL L. HILLMAN, U.S.D.J. 

                                                 
8 Defendant does not contend that any other basis for subject 
matter jurisdiction exists.  Although diversity of citizenship 
exists, subject matter jurisdiction is lacking under 28 U.S.C. § 
1332(a) because Plaintiff’s individual claim does not exceed 
$75,000.  Plaintiff has not pleaded any federal claims, making 
jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. § 1331 unavailable. 


